
21 Little Tidying Tasks Professional Organizers Do Every Single Day
Small daily decluttering chores can make a big difference.

Organizing your home takes time and effort, but it doesn’t have to be one big daunting project. In fact, 
when it comes to decluttering, it’s the little things that make a difference.

“Small tidying tasks are an easy way for busy people to keep their house neat and organized without a large 
time commitment,” Sarah Giller Nelson, founder of Less Is More Organizing, told HuffPost. “There is a real 
feeling of accomplishment that comes with getting things done. Since these tasks are small and not very 
time consuming, it becomes something easy to celebrate: I might not have accomplished much today, but 
at least I made my bed!”

“As we move through our spaces we are constantly 
taking items out of their homes to use and enjoy,” 
she continued. “Since the taking out is constant, 
the putting back must be constant as well, or else 
the clutter will accumulate. Doing little things each 
day helps keep us on top of it all.”
Don’t know where to get started? We asked Nelson 
and professional organizers to share the small 
tidying tasks they do on the daily to keep their own 
homes organized.

Next, we’ve rounded up 21 of their go-to mini 
chores. While it may be unrealistic to do all of 
these things each day, try to pick a few to work into your routine.

Make the bed
“I make my bed every morning. It really is the biggest bang-for-your-buck tidying activity you can do. The 
bed is the dominant feature in the bedroom so if it is made, then the entire space looks calmer. And all it 
takes is 30 seconds!” ― Sarah Giller Nelson, founder of Less Is More Organizing

“Making my bed every morning is a habit instilled in me by my mom at a young age. The day doesn’t feel 
ready to begin until I’ve done that. There is also the mindfulness aspect to this. When we pay attention to 
the cycle of things, we can focus on and enjoy the process of what we’re doing. ... Pay attention to 
smoothing the sheets, fluffing the pillows, feeling the fabric, getting yourself and your bedroom ready for 
the day. At night, you pull down the covers and slip into bed for a good night’s sleep. You rest more 
peacefully and better when you enter a bed that is sleep-ready.” ― Linda Samuels, professional organizer at 
Oh, So Organized.
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Deal with the mail
“When I bring in the mail, I deal with it right away: recycle 
junk; file statements (yup, I still get some in paper); put 
to-dos into my follow-up system (I hate the word ‘tickler 
file’); put magazines into a tray on the coffee table to read 
later; leave other nonurgent mail in a tray with a cheery 
paperweight that says ‘Cheers’ to be dealt with when I have 
time.” ― Lisa Zaslow, professional organizer at Gotham 
Organizers

“If you open your mail each day it only takes a few minutes, but if you wait weeks you’re going to have 
piles and piles of paper which becomes overwhelming. I open the mail, open any packages, fill out return 
labels and repack anything not being kept. I throw away any periodicals that have been replaced with a 
new issue ― I discard daily periodicals daily, weekly periodicals weekly, and monthly periodicals monthly.” 
― Barbara Reich, professional organizer at Life Organized

Organize groceries
“I update my grocery inventory list on my fridge, so I know exactly what I need to buy if I stop at the 
store.” ― Pooja Naik, organizing consultant at Organizing With You, Inc.

“I put away groceries and dry goods and throw away any food in the refrigerator that’s past its expiration 
date.” ― Reich

“One small tidying task I do every day is keeping my refrigerator clean and organized.” ― Nicole Arroyo, 
professional organizer at Neatly Nic

Keep the bathroom in order
“When I’m finished showering, I clear grooming supplies off of the counter, put dirty clothes in the 
hamper, and hang my towel on the rod.” ― Seana Turner, founder of The Seana Method

“I put my beauty products back in their home after use to leave a clear bathroom sink.” ― Jeni Aron, 
professional organizer at Clutter Cowgirl

“Other small daily tidying tasks include removing hair from the shower drain trap, hanging up towels 
(nicely), wiping down the sink and bathroom surfaces.” ― Samuels

Wipe down the shower after use
“I wipe the shower after showering to prevent mildew and grout discoloration.” ― Jeffrey Phillip, 
professional organizer and interior designer

“I wipe down the glass shower door after my shower.” ― Turner

Tidy pillows and blankets
“I fluff and fix pillows and cushions on the couch before bed.” ― Phillip

“I neatly fold throws on the couch and fluff pillows. Less than a minute, and the living room feels 
refreshed.” ― Zaslow



Put clothes away
“Clothes can make any space look way worse than it actually is. So keep a hamper for dirty clothes and 
towels and avoid leaving these things on the floor, in chairs, on the bed, etc. Only wash as many clothes 
as you have time to put away immediately. Try not to let laundry baskets stay full. Note: There are laundry 
baskets that flatten, so they can be more easily stored.” ― Carolyn Rogers, professional organizing 
consultant at Neat Nerd Solutions

“I never go to sleep with my clothing on the floor. I have a rule that I get undressed in my closet, so I can 
immediately put things into the laundry, fold them, or hang them and they don’t hit the floor. Like 
anything else, avoided clothing can become big, messy mounds which are overwhelming to deal with.” ― 
Tova Weinstock, professional organizer at Tidy Tova

“Pick up clothes laying around the house. Or better yet, don’t put clothes anywhere they aren’t supposed 
to go. Hang up coats, put laundry in the bin and put clothes in the closet or drawers.” ― Melissa Levy, 
founder of Declutter + Design

Clear surfaces
“Clear off counter tops. Surfaces take a beating, whether it’s mail, homework or other paperwork, it often 
gets put down and forgotten. So do lots of other things throughout the day. Taking 10 minutes at the end 
of the day or 30 at the end of the week to target clearing off surfaces will help you stay on top of the 
clutter.” ― Levy

“Maintain clear surfaces and counter tops. Counter tops are actually the hidden workhorses of the home. 
Keeping them neat and clear goes a long way. When they are not being used, a clear surface reads as 
clean, open and airy. When needed, it becomes a drop zone, baking area, desk or even a game night 
centerpiece.” ― Dina Smith, professional organizer at Closet Therapy with Dina

Wash and put away the dishes
“I always make sure that all of the dishes are clean before I go to sleep. That way, when I go in to make 
my coffee each morning, I am greeted by a clean, calm space.” ― Nelson

“I often laugh and tell people that the major characteristic of living an organized life is frequently walking 
around and putting things away. I do this continually all day long, and particularly when I finish using a 
space. For example, after eating, I put dirty dishes in the dishwasher, return the food containers to the 
pantry or fridge, throw out any trash, and push in my chair.” ― Turner

“Sometimes I leave dirty dishes but never without soaking them in water. I think it’s OK to leave a few 
dirty dishes at night, but I always make sure to leave them soaking in water. There’s nothing more 
frustrating than wasting time scraping off food scraps when it can be so easily avoided.” ― Weinstock

Organize papers
“I stack papers neatly if they can’t be filed or discarded right away and must remain in plain sight.” ― 
Rogers

“I look at my papers every day, so bills, RSVPs, important messages don’t get ignored. I have a proven 
system for paper organization!” ― Naik
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Clean out bags
“I always empty my bag at the end of the day and then prepare it for the next day. I throw away any 
garbage, wash food containers, and make sure the items I need for the following day are packed and 
ready to go. This daily practice saves me a ton of time the following morning and keeps my bag clear of 
becoming a garbage disposal ― I’ve seen lots of those in my work with clients.” ― Weinstock

“I put my keys back in my purse. There’s a lot that’s uncertain in life. It’s comforting to always know 
where your keys are! And extremely frustrating when you have to spend time looking for them.” ― 
Zaslow

Wash face masks
“For the past year I’ve added these steps: Wash my 
hands and hang up my mask to be washed later. I wash 
masks, so they’re clean and ready for tomorrow.” ― 
Zaslow

Put items where they belong

“Most of my ‘tidy tasks’ happen through the day, and it’s all about putting away what I take out and 
use as I finish using it. At the very end of the day, I do one final sweep to clear my desk, the sofa, the 
kitchen counters. My rule: If I take it out, I have to put it back.” ― Regina Lark, professional organizer at 
A Clear Path

“At night, I corral my remote controls to the center of the family room table, fold and hang the blanket 
on the back of the chair, and straighten the pillows. The goal for me is to leave a space the way I want it 
to be when I return. This means not only looking tidy, but more importantly in such a state that it is 
ready to function. I rarely leave a room without making sure the surfaces are clear and my supplies are 
tucked away exactly where I have decided they will live.” ― Turner

“I return any activity items ― work related, hobby related, etc ― to their proper zones in the home 
and/or proper containers each night before bed.” ― Kellie Powell, lead professional organizer and COO 
of Dexterous Organizing

“Put things away in their designated place when you’re done using them. Make sure that there is easy 
access to things that are used frequently. Having to pull out multiple things to reach something at the 
back increases the chances that it won’t all be put away properly or at all.” ― Rogers

Keep shoes in the entryway
“I maintain a shoe-free home. The rule of thumb is, ‘If you are willing to mop, you can feel free to wear 
your shoes inside.’ Removing shoes cuts down on cleaning, mopping, vacuuming, and lowers the 
number of germs and bacteria in the home. It also shifts your mood and mindset from outside to 
‘home.’” ― Smith

“I tidy the entry area ― shoes away, coats and accessories hung or put away, etc.” ― Phillip
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Discard trash and unwanted items
“When something becomes trash, put it in the trash. It sounds simple, but debris adds to visual and physi-
cal clutter. Staying on top of things that need to be discarded is a great way to keep things tidy. One tip is 
to keep a shopping bag for donation in your closet. When you notice something needs to be donated 
you have a place for it. When it gets full, take it out and open another bag.” ― Smith

“I purge a clothing item if I try it on and it’s not a great fit for me. Putting it back in the drawer is only 
leaving me to make the same decision in the future.” ― Aron

Remove things from the floor
“I adhere to the rule that the floor is not for storage. At the end of the day, I do a walk through of my 
home to pick up and put away anything that might have been placed on the floor.” ― Nelson

Organize the desk

“When I’m at my desk, I tend to work messy! Throughout the day I put pens, pencils and markers back in 
the (not too full!) pen cup on my desk. This is surprisingly satisfying! It’s like a mini break that instantly 
creates some clear space and helps me focus.” ― Zaslow

Do anything that takes less than five minutes
“Anything that takes less than five minutes to complete, I do it right away. Think about the time it takes 
you to add it to your to-do list and the action could be almost completed in that time!” ― Julie Naylon, 
professional organizer at No Wire Hangers

Prepare for the next day
“I prepare for the next day ― plan what I’m going to wear, what I need to take with me when I leave the 
house, and what I will eat. Thinking about this ahead of time means that I’m rarely caught unprepared.” 
― Reich

“Before going to bed I make sure everything is ready to start the next day. This could include doing the 
dishes and making sure the kitchen is clean.” ― Naylon

“I keep a notebook of errands and to-do items instead of lots of little scraps of paper. One cohesive 
notebook focuses my brain and allows me to refer back to past tasks from previous days if I need to.” 
― Aron
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INGREDIENTS
12 medium asparagus, about 4 ounces

2 olive oil spray, divided, plus

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

1 tablespoon lemon juice

1/4 teaspoon salt

1/4 teaspoon freshly ground black pepper

1 1/3 ounces feta cheese, crumbled

6 tablespoons half and half

1 large egg

1 tablespoon chopped fresh dill

4 phyllo sheets

91 Calories |  PREP TIME: 15 mins  |  COOK TIME: 35 | TOTAL TIME: 50 mins
YIELD: 6 Servings  | COURSE: Lunch, Brunch, Dinner | CUISINE: American

ASPARAGUS AND FETA TARTLET 
WITH PHYLLO CRUST
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Springtime Food
These Asparagus and Feta Tartlets 
with Phyllo Crust taste as amazing 
as they look. At their peak in 
Spring, the asparagus are tangy 
and bright after a quick sauté and 
a splash of lemon juice.  The feta 
adds briny flavor, but goat cheese 
would also work beautifully.

Nutrition Information
Serving: 1 tartlet, Calories: 91kcal, Carbohydrates: 7.5g, 
Protein: 4.5g, Fat: 5g, Saturated Fat: 2.5g, Cholesterol: 
73.5mg, Sodium: 170mg, Fiber: 0.5g, Sugar: 1.5g 
Source: Skinnytaste.com
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► Heat oven to 350° F. Lightly spray 6 cups in a muffin tin with olive oil spray.

► Snap off and discard the woody end of the asparagus.

► Cut 1 1/2-inch long pieces from the tip end.  Cut the remaining parts of the stalks
into 1-inch pieces.

► Spray nonstick pan with olive oil spray over medium high heat. Add asparagus and garlic and
sauté, stirring, for 2 minutes.

► Stir in the lemon juice and 1 tablespoon water. Reduce heat to low, cover and cook
for 1 minute more.

► Remove asparagus pieces to a plate using a slotted spoon and reserve the pan juices and garlic.

► Place a phyllo sheet on a clean work surface, lightly spray with oil and top with
another phyllo sheet.

► Repeat with two more sheets and oil.

► Cut the phyllo into 4-inch squares.  Fit one square each in the prepared muffin cups.

► Evenly distribute the 1-inch asparagus pieces and feta among the muffin cups.

► Whisk half and half, egg, dill, and reserved pan juices together.  Evenly divide among the phyllo
cups about 3 1/2 tablespoons in each).

► Place two asparagus tips on each cup and bake for 30 minutes until custard is set and
phyllo is golden.

Yes, use 1 teaspoon

BLANDA BEAUTY — September 24, 2020 @ 12:32 am REPLY
Garlic and citrus, that is interesting. I think I never had this combo before. I will give it a try. Thanks for the recipe.

HEATHER — September 24, 2020 @ 9:18 am REPLY
Hello! Yes, it is such a healthy combo – and the garlic can be potent, so adjust as need be �

MARY KAY ALLEMAN — September 23, 2020 @ 6:43 pm REPLY
I take a statin drug and grapefruit is contraindicated…..just leave it out I guess?

INSTRUCTIONS
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Featured Exercise - Moves to Sculpt
Touchdowns 

Meet Ulliance Senior 
Wellness Account Manager
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FEATURED EXERCISE

Regular exercise can help you control your weight, reduce your risk of heart disease, and strengthen your bones and muscles. 
But if it’s been awhile since you’ve exercised and you have health issues or concerns, it’s a good idea to talk to your doctor before 
starting a new exercise routine.

ulliance.com

Pick one leg and send it back as you reach to the floor with the same-side hand. Touch the floor 
(that's why it's called a touchdown!) and immediately drive that back leg up into a knee lift. 
Use your arms to counterbalance. The quicker you move, the more you'll fire the glutes and rely on the core. 
Add small hand weights if you want! 

Step 1: Begin by standing tall, feet together and chest lifted. This is your starting position.

Step 2: Kick one leg straight behind you as your front leg lunges. Keep the bend at 90 degrees and the 
knee behind your toes. Reach down to touch the floor, or as low as you can. The back leg doesn't need 
to be straight — the focus is working the front leg.

Step 3: Exhale and push out of the lunge. Swing the back leg through to the front, lifting the knee high. 
Use your arms like Jean does here to counter balance the move. Immediately send the same leg back into 
a lunge and repeat the touchdown.

https://popculture.com/healthy-living/news/how-low-can-you-go-25-moves-to-sculpt-your-lower-body/#14

CLICK HERE FOR MORE MOVES!
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